Smart Paper Solution

A comprehensive solution for managing paper-based assessments in a smart, streamlined and automated process.

Using the SwiftAssess platform, you can manage the authoring, delivery and tracking of all your paper-based assessments with as much as 90% workload reduction.
Customize Question/Answer sheets
Customize and edit the design, layout and order of both question and answer sheets and preview them before printing.

Manage Grading
Multiple flavors of grading experiences for different test settings, including Automatic and open-ended responses.

Build Questions Banks and Assessments
Create questions and map them to learning outcomes, then link them to your assessments.

Print & Secure sheets
Personalize your sheets, apply watermarking or create multiple unique versions for high-stake assessments.

Track & Report
Track the QR code, watermarks and admin logs. Get reports of the examinee performance and results.
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Sample Exam
Exam Date: 02/27/2017 12:00 PM
End Date: 02/27/2017 3:20 PM
Questions: 23
Marks: 50
Versions: 2

Please make sure to answer all the exam questions.
No scientific calculators allowed.
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Question Sheet
- Customizable order based on different criteria (i.e. by question type)
- Control page margins for optimum spacing
- Control total pages by smart breaks
- Watermark protection

Answer Sheet
- Support multiple versions
- Unique test taker personalization
- Auto-grade bubble questions
- Capture handwritten responses for manual grading

Solutions For Paper Assessment Challenges
- Poor network infrastructure
- Lack of Devices
- Low Budget
- Graders Workload